Friday, January 15, 1982, and also had them install temporary
stoppings in the original area of development of the 3B Section
to prevent air from going down the track or belt entry (Exh. 21;
Tr. 82-87).  After the work on stoppings had been completed,
Pittman claims that he tried to take an intake air reading in
the No. 1 entry of the new places which they were going to start
driving to the right of the pillared-out area, but Pittman
claims that his anemometer would not even turn (Tr. 88) .  He
then called Thomas, the mine foreman, and told him that he could
get no air on his section.  Thomas advised Pittman to go hang
some curtains, but Pittman replied that he had already hung the
curtains and still could not obtain air for his section.  Pitt-
man then told Thomas that he would not be able to ventilate the
new producing area until seven permanent stoppings had been con-
structed (Tr. 93-100).  Pittman claims that Thomas subsequently
asked him to produce coal until the stoppings could be con-
structed and he did so (Tr. 100-101).
On Monday, January 18, 1982, Pittman again could obtain no
air reading and called Thomas to advise him that he had no air
and that the men were refusing to work until an adequate amount
of ventilation could be provided.  Pittman claims that Thomas
again asked him to get the men to produce coal until cinder
blocks could be delivered to the 3B Section and permanent stop-
pings could be built.  The men again produced coal without hav-
ing adequate ventilation (Tr. 123-125).
Despite Pittman*s claim during his direct testimony that
he had his men erect double curtains along the gob area and
inby the belt, he was unable on cross-examination to state how
many curtains were already up or how many he hung even though
he also claimed that he "* * * went over them myself and pro-
ceeded to tighten them all up and do everything to them" (Tr.
323) .  Pittman tried to excuse his failure to obtain an adequate
amount of air by saying that he did not have authority to ask
that supplies be brought in (Tr. 369), but he had testified
previously that he had requested 15 curtains to be brought in
on January 14 and that he had received them on January 15 and
had used them to install double curtains along the gob line
(Tr. 82),  Moreover, Pittman testified that "* * * I required
a stopping to be erected across the belt entry because of the
loss of such a high amount of air being lost going back down
across the overcast and the belt" (Tr. 279).  Subsequently,
Pittman stated that the cinder blocks had been delivered for
construction of his "required" stopping, but that the stopping
was never actually built and, if it had been, it would have
stopped the bleeding of air down the belt entry to the track
(Tr. 412).
Pittman  eventually  testified  that  he  did not know how many
curtains he erected' along the  gob  line,   that  he  had two  men
working on  them and that  they did  not work  together  and  that  he
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